[Application of multiple tissue expanders for repair of facial and neck scar].
To repair facial and neck scar using tissue expanding technique. From January 1991 to January 1995, 16 cases with facial and neck scar were treated. Multiple tissue expanders were put under the normal skin of facial and neck area, after being fully expanded, the scars were excised and the expended skin flaps were transplanted to cover the defects. The size and number of tissue expanders were dependent on the location of the scars. Normally, 5 to 6 ml expanding volume was needed to repair 1 cm2 facial and neck defect. The incisions should be chosen along the cleavage lines or in the inconspicuous area, such as the nasolabial fold or submandibular region. The design of flap was different in the face and in the neck. In the face, direct advanced flap was most common used, whereas in the neck, transposition flap was often used. Appropriate tension was needed to achieve smooth and cosmetic effect. It was compared the advantages and disadvantages of several methods for repair of the defect after facial and neck scar excision. Fifteen cases had no secondary deformity after scar excision. Among them, 1 case showed blood circulation disturbance and cured through dressing change. Ten cases were followed up and showed better color and texture in the flap, and satisfactory appearances. Tissue expanding technique is the best method for the repair of facial and neck scar, whenever there is enough expandable normal skin.